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FIRST WORD
10 and counting . . . up
Thanks to those who’ve made it possible.

T

his edition marks the 10th birthday of Today’s
Trustee. It’s a milestone worth recording, if only
to elicit the response: “So long already?”
Long indeed. For those at the rougher end of
criticisms, it’s probably long enough.
What’s certainly been long – and sharp, and
stimulating – has been the learning curve. At the
time, the content of that first edition in March 2005
seemed a proud achievement. These days, dusting
it off after all these years, it looks overly ambitious.
Yet its main objective, to help enhance awareness
amongst retirement-fund trustees of their rights and
responsibilities, has remained a constant.
The magazine must have had some success in what
it set out to do or it wouldn’t still be around, let alone
to have carved a niche in the retirement-fund industry.
That it has changed reflects a decade of tumultuous
change where, let it be claimed, a public forum to
highlight and debate those changes could hardly
have been more necessary; amongst policymakers,
regulators, service providers and the myriad other roleplayers intimately involved in shaping the futures and
fortunes of South Africans.
TT has focused, and will continue to focus,
exclusively on retirement funds and predominantly on
their governance. It means, at the institutional level, a
concentration on trustees and principal officers. For
theirs is the domain of real influence, provided they

have the competence and confidence in asserting it, to
make the policy interventions and run their funds in
ways most likely to ensure the best outcomes for both
members and the broader society.
The journey to encourage that competence and
confidence has barely begun. So too with the consumer
financial education that necessarily underpins it.
The environment in which TT began was wholly
different from today. Back then, National Treasury
had just launched its first discussion paper on industry
reform. There was optimism that the 50/50 employer/
member representation on funds’ boards would foster
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the co-determination intended.
The first King report on corporate governance,
recognising the importance of pension funds as
substantial providers of capital, was in an operational
infancy for its recommendations on “sustainability” and
“stakeholder engagement”. Such concepts, novel in the
jargon of the day, were given traction by the Financial
Sector Charter voluntarily adopted towards the end of
2004.
On reflection, these were the sorts of events from
which progress might be measured. Much of it might
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be more perceptual than substantive, but they set the
tone for the intensive dialogues and adaptations to
follow. Reform has been incremental, umbrella funds
have been introduced and doomsayers – following the
flurry of tsunami-threatening determinations from
youthful Pension Funds Adjudicator Vuyani Ngalwana
– have been confounded over the past decade by the
exceptionally strong share-price performances of the
industry’s JSE-listed service providers.
Clearly, there’s a distance still to go on improvements
in accountability and transparency throughout the
industry (inclusive of the regulator) particularly in
facilitating comparisons and competitiveness on
charges (inclusive of curatorships). The impact of fresh
compliance requirements, from ‘treating customers
fairly’ to PF130 on fund governance as legal directives,
will need to be weighed against the cost effectiveness of
their practical implementation.
A consolidated voice of independent trustees and
principal officers, through Batseta, has yet to hold sway.
Similarly, such initiatives as the voluntary Code for
Responsible Investing and the gazetted Financial Sector
Charter must still come fully into their own.
In all these, TT hopes to play a continuing and
constructive role.
The 10-year milestone could never have been
achieved without the unwavering support of our ASISArelated institutional sponsors. While they have been able
to reach a targeted readership with their advertisements
and advertorials, they have fundamentally provided
the financial resource for the magazine’s distribution
without charge to its unique database of retirementfund trustees and principal officers. Special thanks are
due to Liberty Corporate for its contribution to the
costly maintenance of this database.
Without their approach of wanting to foster trustee
communication as an industry service, the exercise
would have been impossible. At no stage has any
sponsor even intimated at a compromise of editorial
independence. Ours has been a model partnership.
This is the occasion for expressing appreciation to
them all.
n
Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director
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COMPANY BOARDS

Grist for King IV
Concomitant to the ANC Gauteng intentions for ‘transformation’ of corporate
governance, led by retirement funds, variations of the German two-tier board
structure for ‘co-determination’ could be considered in SA.

H

aving moved from proposal to policy,
there’ll certainly be action over coming
months on the intent of ANC Gauteng to
activate retirement funds for nomination of directors
to JSE-listed companies (TT Dec ’14-Feb ’15). Just wait
until campaigning for the 2016 municipal elections
hots up. It won’t be a long wait.
On a sceptical view, that no good can come of
it, the stated objective for the “radical economic
transformation” of boardrooms might be dismissed as
a convenient incline to populism. On a less sceptical
view, the ANC Gauteng had distinguished itself for
independent mindedness. It ruffled the national body
by its stance on e-tolls and led the opposition to reelection of President Jacob Zuma at Mangaung.
More recently, Gauteng premier David Makhura
has been beating the drum on the need for publicprivate partnerships. Planning to spend R94bn on
a specified infrastructure programme over the next
three years, and promoting the province’s vision for
development over the next 15 years, he’s been meeting
with executives of JSE companies. He reports an
enthusiastic response. Business-friendly promises to
reduce red tape and deal with corruption are parts of
the package.
For the necessary buy-in he seeks from the
corporate titans, he cannot sweet-talk them on the

Makhura . . . business partnership
one hand while the boardroom-transformation policy
antagonises them on the other. Look, therefore, at the
policy in the context of pragmatism.
It is a means to counter challenges from the
Economic Freedom Fighters and probably also a
socialist party instigated by the National Union of
Metalworkers (Numsa). Whereas they threaten to
be heavy on the verbiage, the ANC Gauteng has
positioned itself to articulate the high ground for
adherence to the 60-year old Freedom Charter
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inclusive of its subsequent “mixed economy”
adaptations.
That possibly explains, and foreshadows for
these 2016 elections, the revolutionary language in
which the policy was couched at the ANC provincial
congress late last year. Neither the tone, nor the
temptations for political opportunism, need detract
from the merits of the policy itself. Much depends,
from here on in, on how it will be handled.
The most desirable outcome, undoubtedly to
require more thought and less heat than electioneering
can generate, is to catalyse a breakthrough in SA’s
stereotypical employer-labour stalemate. To the extent
that it can herald the introduction of something akin
to the German model of corporate governance, which
enshrines co-determination with trade unions, well
and good. It’s a reason that the German economy has
consistently proved successful.
In this initiative, clearly evident from the policy
document, critical participants will be retirement
funds. They represent swathes of black workers
inside and outside trade unions. In turn, these funds
potentially wield more power than ever previously
asserted as shareholders in the major corporates.

I

t’s unlikely to be plain sailing. At the corporate level,
dyed-in-the-wool directors might take fright that
their beloved boardrooms be subjected to “radical
economic transformation”. At the level of trade unions,
involved with retirement funds, there can be reticence
to compromise on the adversarial tradition of class
struggle. Both should look beyond the rhetoric, the
former to the need for board diversity that King
III espouses and the latter to the benefits of highlevel decision making in the companies where their
members’ retirement funds are invested.
An enduring SA paradox is that the world-admired
processes of Codesa, to agree a new constitutional
dispensation, continue to elude the labour
dispensation. Were it otherwise, counter-productive
strikes wouldn’t be as prevalent. Once it is realised that
“the people” already own the economy’s “commanding
heights” through their retirement funds, the perpetual
calls for nationalisation cannot retain their resonance.
Yet it isn’t to be expected that factions within the
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factious union movement will readily reverse their
attitudinal comfort zones. This is despite obvious
ironies: the proliferation of employee share-ownership
plans, the numerous union investment companies
(with such outstanding examples as the Mineworkers
Investment Company in Primedia and Sactwu in
HCI), and of course the black-empowerment schemes
where happy recipients of share allocations have
included myriad union members.

O

verriding all these is retirement funds themselves.
With millions of black and white members,
they’re the largest single category of investors on the
JSE. Some of the largest union provident funds, notably
those of the mineworkers and metalworkers, have share
portfolios heavily invested in precisely the companies
against which their members go on strike (TT MarchMay ’14).
In attempting to change the confrontational
discourse, local adaptations of the German
mitbesttimmung (co-determination) model are ripe
for consideration. This unique model gives workers a
recognised role in company management. Way back in
1976, West Germany (as it then was) passed a general
law mandating that worker representatives hold seats
on the boards of all companies employing over 500
workers. Did it make Germany any less capitalistic,
or impede its advance to economic leadership of the
European Union?
Briefly, as the concept of “parity co-determination”
has latterly evolved, it refers to two different forms of
employee participation. One embraces all companies,
of more than five employees, by elected representatives
on a “works council”.

T

he other embraces all big companies,
essentially covering all companies listed on
the stock exchange. Each is obliged by law to have
a “supervisory board”, controlled by shareholders
and worker representatives, and each typically
has a “management board” which directly runs
the company. Both boards have respective lines of
authority in what’s become known as a “two-tiered”
board structure.
Contrast this with the King III code on the
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Katz . . . simply vote

composition of SA boards: “Given the positive
interaction and diversity of views that apply
between individuals of different skills, experience
and backgrounds, the unitary board structure with
executive directors and non-executive directors
interacting in a working group remains appropriate for
SA companies.”
Whether it still remains appropriate is moot; unless
nothing is to be learned from SA’s pervasiveness of
industrial unrest and perpetual slide down the global
competitiveness rankings. King III is now being

reviewed. In the compilation of King IV, drafters
have the opportunity to review efficacy of the unitary
board; unless they have reason to believe that betterformalised structures for co-determination are
unnecessary.
Politically, the policy train of the ANC Gauteng has
left the station. With no provision in the Companies
Act to obstruct it (see box), chiefs of recalcitrant
corporates and unions face the same choice as trustees
of retirement funds. They can either climb aboard or
lie on the tracks.
n
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SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM

Transformation
from the top
ANC Gauteng wants more action from retirement funds in nominating
and electing the directors of SA’s big companies.
It has launched a potentially ground-breaking policy initiative that needs
to be properly understood for the future of corporate governance.

B

ecause of its position in the powerhouse
of SA’s economy, what the provincial body
of the ANC in Gauteng has to say about
“radical economic transformation” (RET)
can have profound national ramifications. It has now
set its RET sights on the boards of JSE-listed companies
(TT Dec ’14-Feb ’15). ANC Gauteng chair Paul
Mashatile explains why.
TT: What motivated the ANC Gauteng policy
proposals for retirement funds to become activist
shareholders? They seem to have dropped from the
sky, or have they been mulled behind the scenes for
some time?
Mashatile: They were a long time coming. After 20
years of democracy, and lots of talk, we want more
practical steps that will advance RET in Gauteng
and the rest of the country. We must also mobilise
funding from the private sector to help finance the
development agenda.

Why the focus on retirement funds?
Because they have millions of black members and
the savings of black workers are held in these funds.
They have rights as shareholders, and by exercising
those rights they can influence the ways that their
money is invested. Their investments should help
support the development agenda, not golf resorts
and similar projects that do not benefit workers. It’s
wrong that ordinary workers contribute to retirement
funds merely to find that their monies are invested in
projects that don’t meaningfully change their lives.
Your policy retains the old jargon about the
economy’s “commanding heights”. Isn’t it rather out
of date?
No. Transformation starts at the top. If you look at
the boards of the top 40 companies listed in the JSE,
you do see black non-executive directors but not too
many executive directors. I’m open to correction,
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they’ll have a strong say in the strategies
of those companies to advance the
long-term benefits to the company,
the country and the fund members
themselves. The three go hand-in-hand.
There’s surely more to it. These
directors will be plunged headlong
into the controversial issue of income
inequality between bosses and
workers?

Mashatile . . . heat on the JSE

but I think you don’t find a single director who’s
been elected by a retirement fund. This is despite
retirement funds being such big shareholders. The
lack of board diversity defies SA’s democracy and
demographics. Retirement funds have it within their
power to correct it.
To what end?
First, boards must reflect the diversity of ownership.
Diversity enriches boards by broadening and
challenging elitist views of the world. Second,
retirement funds must invest in ways that benefit the
country. By electing directors to company boards,

Indeed they will. But it’s not in
anybody’s interests that they disrupt
and destroy companies. It’s in
everybody’s interests that companies
are kept on the straight and narrow in
terms of fairness, perceived and real.
As shareholders, retirement funds can
already vote to approve companies’
remuneration policies. As directors,
they’ll be able to serve on companies’
remuneration committees that
determine executives’ pay. We’d also
expect the directors to report back on
how they address workers’ pay. They
must be held accountable for policies
that worsen inequalities.
It seems that the ANC Gauteng is
breaking new ground. Isn’t it entering terrain
beyond its remit?
We’re in the governing party. As such, we have a
responsibility to look continually for ways that
will improve the lives of people and to increase
their participation in democratic processes. There’s
nothing new. Internationally, there’s the German
model for “co-determination” between employers
and workers at board level. Perhaps we could explore
it for possible adaptation. In SA, the King code on
corporate governance has for ages been propounding
the same approach as we’re now propounding.

12
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In essence you’re saying that retirement funds
must become activist shareholders, that you’re
trying to awaken what have often been described as
“sleeping giants”?
That’s what the policy says. Again and again,
transformation keeps coming through the ANC
agenda. Any conversation over RET must begin
with recognition of the significant pool of capital in
workers’ retirement funds to make a contribution, for
example by investment in long-term infrastructure.
Yet you’ve kicked hard against e-tolls?
That’s a case in point because it illustrates our
whole philosophy. We have not opposed e-tolls as
infrastructure projects. We’ve opposed the current
methodology to collect funds for paying back the
debt. Key elements in the methodology must be that
tolls be cost-effective, equitable, easy to administer
and affordable. To embrace these principles would be
consistent with our Gauteng Freeway Improvement
Project. It’s basic that, unless debts are honoured, the
consequences would be dire for future investment in
public infrastructure and for our RET goals.
You keep linking infrastructure investment to RET
goals. Do we need to create a model unique to SA
for investment in public infrastructure?
I don’t believe so. Introduction of Basel III, which
increased the capital-adequacy requirements for
banks, has had a negative effect around the world on
the financing of infrastructure. The debate has now
moved on to retirement funds taking up the cudgels.
As the ANC Gauteng, we fully support views that
encourage them.

own the means of production. This is the element so far
missing from the conversation. It also brings us back to
the need for much greater diversity on company boards.
A lack of ownership participation on company boards
tells us that the boards aren’t transforming, fuelling the
nationalisation talk. Moreover, it’s unlikely that directors
elected by retirement funds will want to diminish the
value of workers’ savings. More likely, they’ll want to
enhance it.
In many circles, your policy will be contentious.
How did it go down at the provincial conference?
Prior to the conference, the policy proposals were
sent to all branches as a discussion document so that
delegates could obtain mandates. At the conference
there was robust debate not only on retirement
funds but on RET generally. There was unanimity
of the role of retirement funds as vital catalysts in
advancing RET.
From the trade unions too?
Cosatu was formally represented. It’s part of our
alliance. Not only was its leadership at the conference
but other unionists were also present as individual
delegates. There was general agreement. But it’s
important to emphasise that we want all stakeholders
to have a say on how we move forward on this position.
We’re not singling out any one category of stakeholder.
So how now, within the ANC structures, do you
take further the Gauteng policy on retirement
funds? It’s presumed that you’d like to see it
elevated from provincial to national adoption?

You surely don’t expect investment from the private
sector when there are continual references in SA to
nationalisation?

The ANC Gauteng will have to sponsor it as a policy
proposal at ANC national fora. There’ll be a meeting
of the national general council in June, the national
policy conference next year and then the national
conference in 2017.

Any debate on nationalisation should be within the
context of what’s already owned by the workers; in fact,
how the people of SA through their retirement funds

Too late for the 2016 local elections?
Don’t look at it like that. Look at it as good for SA.
The wheels are already in motion.
n
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Investment growth and capital
Both objectives can be achieved, even in volatile markets. Andrew Kemp,
head of investment product solutions at Liberty Corporate, explains how.
Over the past few months, SA investors have
seen some noticeable volatility in returns for
our local share market, the local fixed-interest
market and even in terms of their foreign assets.
In this exceptionally unpredictable market,
clients continue to ask: “How do I protect and
grow my retirement savings?”

order to sustain investors throughout their
retirement years.
Achieving this post-retirement income level
depends on the amount saved, on the length
of the savings period, and on the level of
investment return (net of expenses) achieved on
these savings.

The Liberty Stable Growth Fund has allowed
us to provide above-inflation returns targeted
at providing sufficient post-retirement income
while protecting against the risks of large drops
in the markets and volatility of returns.

Assuming a reasonable regular savings amount,
a consistent return of around CPI +5% per
annum is expected to be sufficient to achieve
this targeted post-retirement income. Stable
Growth was up 14.28% as at 31 Dec 2014 versus
a benchmark of 10.99%. Therefore the fund is on
track to ensure that investors achieve sufficient
pre-retirement income.

The fund offers:
A target return of CPI+ 5% per annum, gross of
fees.

Protection against large drops in the market.

Although individual circumstances vary
considerably, aiming for an annual retirement
income which is a high percentage of preretirement income is considered essential in

We regard capital preservation as an extremely
important element of the portfolio as it allows
us to protect our customers against large drops

Capital preservation strategy
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protection
in investment markets at inopportune times; for
example, prior to retirement or on resignation
from employment.
The fund has a built in protection, progressively
locking in the gains as the market rises, hence
protecting against subsequent market falls. The
strategy aims to ensure that customers won’t
lose more than 10% from the highest previouslyattained cumulative return.
However, this strategy means that investors
in the fund need to give up a small part of the
market gains they may have earned in order to
protect against a future fall in the markets. (See
graph).
Kemp . . . virtues of smoothing

Reducing return volatility through smoothing.
We smooth the returns using transparent
formulae in order to reduce the volatility
of returns. This ensures that the returns in
the portfolio do not swing as wildly as the
underlying market but instead increase steadily.
Smoothing provides our investors with peace of
mind as it ensures a certain level of predictability
in returns -- which is very important for
retirement planning.
This strategy also means that the fund may
experience a lag in performance as any large
upswings in the market will be declared over
a few months. Smoothing also allows Stable
Growth to declare positive returns to its

investors even when the markets are down.
As many of the concerns which led to volatile
markets last year continue into 2015, we feel
Stable Growth is the right strategy to provide
investors with smoothed returns and capital
protection.
For further information, speak to one of
our fund consultants or contact the Liberty
Corporate contact centre at 011 408 2999 or
www.libertycorporate.co.za.
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CURRENTS

Fund members
prejudiced
A ruling in favour of one will reduce the benefits of others.

D

oes the Municipal Employees Pension Fund
have no shame for continued flouting of
its own rules? And when punitive costs are
awarded against it by the Pension Funds Adjudicator,
out of sheer frustration and annoyance, isn’t there
something wrong when those costs must effectively
be paid by fund members while the MEPF trustees
and fund administrator Akani escape liability?
It’s academic to suggest that fund members
seek recourse either from the fund trustees in their
personal capacities or from the administrator, or
both. It’s just not the sort of thing that fund members
are inclined to do, especially when the amounts
spread between them are relatively small and likely
to be eclipsed by legal expenses. But perhaps the
Adjudicator could in future consider, in making such
rulings, whether blameless fund members are the
correct parties ultimately to be penalised.
Clearly, Adjudicator Muvhango Lukhaimane has
had it in spades with the MEPF. Having singled it
out in her office’s 2013-14 annual report for ignoring
its registered rules when computing a withdrawal
benefit, the undeterred MEPF has done it again.
Criticising the fund’s perpetual non-compliance
with an applicable rule, she has ordered that it pay

complainant M A Hobe his withdrawal benefit
at three times his contribution although the rule
had subsequently been amended to allow for
multiplication by only 1,5. She further ordered that
punitive interest at an annual rate of 15,5% – from
February 2014 to date of payment – be added to the
outstanding amount.
Responding for the MEPF as its administrator,
Akani submitted that Hobe had been a fund member
until August 2013. Benefits reflected in the benefit
statements were for illustrative purposes only. They
did not represent a guarantee. Hobe’s benefit had
been calculated by a multiplication factor of 1,5,
following a rule amendment with effect from April
2013, based on the actuary’s advice that the fund
would fail to meet its future liabilities if the fund
continued to apply a factor of three.
Lukhaimane was having none of it: “This tribunal
must point out that it has to date issued several
determinations in terms of which it was found that
(the rule amendment) cannot be applied to benefits
which accrued before its approval and registration
by the Registrar. Nevertheless, it continues to apply
this rule amendment to benefits which accrued
before its approval and registration. In the absence
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of any indication that it took steps to set aside
the said determinations . . . it follows that these
determinations are binding.”
The punitive interest is occasioned by continued
flouting of these determinations. MEPF members
are entitled to an explanation from trustees of the
fund and its administrator. It’s their behaviour that
has caused the members’ loss. The amount might be
small but the principle isn’t.

McCarthy’s move

F

rom the front line in research and presentations
of the National Treasury retirement-fund reform
initiatives, Dave McCarthy has moved to academia.
He’s been appointed a professor of actuarial science at
Wits.

McCarthy . . . now a prof
The change enables McCarthy to complete a book
he’s writing and to concentrate on the academic
research he enjoys. However, as he remains a
consultant to National Treasury, it will still have
access to his expertise.

RDR expense

P

lease let this not be a forerunner to
implementation in SA of the Retail Distribution
Review, but UK regulator Financial Conduct
Authority is about to pay over £200 000 (approx.
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R3,7m) for two reports on the effects of RDR.
It’s a lot of money considering what was
produced. One report, from Europe Economics,
concluded that the RDR had initiated a move towards
professionalism amongst advisors and that a ban
on third-party commissions had reduced product
bias. The other report, from Towers Watson, found
no “advice gap” resulting from an overall shortage
of advisors but noted anecdotal evidence of reduced
capacity for advisors serving less affluent clients.
Since both reports are publicly available, there’s
perhaps little need for a similar splurge locally.
Circumstances here are unlikely to be much different.
But then there’s also a “highly sensitive” report
from law firm Clifford Chance, also available on the
web, on a press briefing by the Financial Conduct
Authority about its 2014-15 business plan. Costing
£3,15m before vat, the report was a 226-page inquiry
into how price-sensitive had leaked beforehand.
A problem was that the leaks – in the reputable
Telegraph, no less – got it wrong. The newspaper
said on its front page that the FCA was planning
an inquiry into 30m policies and that savers in
them could be given free exits or moved to better
deals. When the markets opened next day, the
shares prices in a number of insurance companies
dropped substantially. Only when the FCA put out a
correction did the prices begin to recover.
Apparently, the newspaper had been exclusively
briefed prior to the intended press conference.
There must be a lesson in this about being too
clever with the media in the vexed area of financial
communication.

System’s saviour

T

he cover story in a recent edition of The
Economist says it all, much as the ANC Gauteng
might recoil at the idea being an unlikely hero of
capitalism. But activist investors are certainly being
encouraged.
The Economist applauds what hedge funds are
doing. The ANC Gauteng is on a mission about
what retirement funds should be doing.
No matter. What matters is the good of the
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public company, although in SA the initiative from
the ANC Gauteng could cause more than a few
incumbent directors to recoil. Hopefully not.

Kid on the block

A

s a focused arm of “responsible investing”
comes “impact investing”, a catchphrase
intended to embrace a competitive financial return
with social impact. The concept, fairly new to
SA, has been given legs at a conference hosted in
February by the Southern African Impact Investing
Network.
The importance of the conference, for purposes
of local traction, was illustrated by profiles
of the speakers. Heavyweights amongst them
were Sir Ronald Cohen, founder director of the
British Venture Capital Association and of Social
Finance UK, and Bobby Godsell, chair of Business

Leadership SA. Sponsors from the UCT GSB,
Greater Capital, Genesis and the Aspen Network
of Development Entrepreneurs which has an active
SA chapter working to support small and growing
businesses.
Much of the content was of the how-to
interactive variety; for example, on due-diligence
issues and applying the correct metrics. There was
also a debate on whether impact investing was more
hype than substance. Because the conference took
place as TT went to press, coverage will need to
await our next edition.
In SA meanwhile, already prominent in impact
investing is Mergence Investment Managers. Of
the group’s R21bn under management, R6bn is in
housing, education, SME development, transport,
rural retail projects and renewable energy. All the
investments are in unlisted vehicles.
On the spectrum of returns, Mergence director
Mark van Wyk notes that the group’s suite of debt
funds lie higher up the curve than other income
assets but below growth assets – “somewhere
between mortgage and corporate bonds in terms of
risk and capital liability”, he says. Over the past year
these funds have produced an average cpi+5% for
institutional clients.
As elsewhere in the world, impact investing
has gained currency amongst retirement funds.
Provided they get the returns, they’re well
positioned to help in the long-term financing of
infrastructure and to stimulate social upliftment
simultaneously.

No CRISA crisis

N

ot yet, anyway, following the departure of
John Oliphant from the Government
Employees Pension Fund. Oliphant was a main
driver of the Code for Responsible Investing in SA
and chair of the CRISA committee.
Oliphant will remain on the committee and
is prepared to continue as its chair. But until a
decision is finally made, deputy chair Sunette
Mulder of ASISA is perfectly capable of keeping the
ship afloat.
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Members’ hearts are in the right place. So
perhaps it’s partially a question of waiting to
know more about the circumstances of Oliphant’s
departure from the GEPF and partially of wanting
to work out whether his clout is diminished by no
longer being the fund’s principal executive officer.
Or perhaps there’s also a subtext. Most of the
CRISA signatories, and members of the committee,
are asset managers. They can be at the receiving
end, or not, of investment allocations from the
GEPF and Public Investment Corporation.
In making a decision on the chair, will there be
some quiet second-guessing of their views?

Appeal. Using harsh terms and tone to shred the
findings of Cape judge Anton Veldhuizen, the SCA
views were revealing on how courts should reveal
plea bargains.
Veldhuizen had emphasised that he could
only sentence Brown on the charges to which
he’d pleaded guilty under an agreement with the
National Prosecuting Authority (TT June-Aug
’13). Since the NPA had dropped the more serious
charges, Veldhuizen felt obliged to accept that
Brown had merely caused potential but not actual
prejudice. He was nevertheless pretty scathing
about the way that the NPA had conducted the
prosecution.
For its part, however, the SCA was almost
as scathing of Veldhuizen; particularly for “the
number and nature of (his) interventions in favour
of Brown”. They were “antagonistic to the state’s
case” and various passages cited were “deserving of
censure”.
When it came to the law in matters of fraud, the
SCA was explicit: “The unlawful and intentional
making of a misrepresentation does not have to
cause actual loss to constitute fraud. That fact
eluded (Veldhuizen). In respect of each of the
transactions in question, Brown committed fraud
involving tens of millions of rand, way beyond the
R500 000 threshold...that triggers the minimumsentence provisions. Those assets were at risk and
the potential prejudice has to be viewed from that
perspective.”
Even if the Cape court was correct in its
conclusion that the minimum-sentence legislation
didn’t apply, added Appeal Judge Navsa in a
unanimous decision, it “ought to have considered
whether, given the objective gravity of the offences,
a custodial sentence was nonetheless called for. That
it did not do.”

Brown judge censured

Crocodile jaws

Mulder . . . into the breach

F

ew tears will be shed for Fidentia’s J Arthur
Brown, his sentence of a fine by the Cape High
Court having been set aside and substituted for
15 years’ imprisonment by the Supreme Court of

I

n a presentation late last year, Investment
Solutions chief investment officer Glenn
Silverman produced an intriguing graph (see next
page).
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He used it to illustrate
the disconnect between
share markets and economic
indicators. The disconnect he
described as “problematic”
and “unsustainable”.
That was suitably lacking
in hysteria, except when
it comes to the imagery of
a crocodile’s jaws. They’re
inclined not to close gently,
but to snap. The expanding
gap between the trend lines
suggests either that the
markets are anticipating a
rapid pick-up in economic
recovery or something
altogether less cheerful. n

Momentum Money Market
Fund awarded the highest
credit rating by Fitch Ratings
The Momentum Money Market Fund has been awarded an ‘AA+(zaf)’ National Fund Credit
Rating and ‘V1(zaf)’ National Fund Volatility Rating. This is the highest money market fund
rating that a money market fund can achieve in South Africa.
The fund has met Fitch Ratings’ exacting evaluations of asset credit quality, concentration
and sensitivity to market risk. These ratings mean that the fund’s investors are able to enjoy
an increased sense of security, even in these tough economic times.
Invest with Momentum Asset Management for a lifetime of financial wellness.

TT 23102014

Contact us at AM.Clientservice@momentum.co.za or call +27 11 505-1000 for more information.

The Momentum Money Market Fund forms part of the Momentum Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd scheme and is managed by Momentum Asset Management
(Pty) Ltd. Momentum Asset Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider, FSP licence number 623.
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COVER STORY

Justice unseen
There is no reason not to accept the word of the GEPF that due process
was followed in its decision to fire the chief executive for “misconduct”.
There are strong public-interest reasons for it to reveal much more.

T

his is a challenge to the Government
Employees Pension Fund. It’s to release the
record of the disciplinary inquiry into the
charges and findings against John Oliphant. His
dismissal as the fund’s principal executive officer is
marked by a paucity of public information. If justice
was done, so far it isn’t seen to have been done.
Failure to release the record will put the kibosh on
the GEPF’s claim to transparency. This claim is core
to the vision statement contained in the GEPF annual
report. It defines transparency as “communicating
openly and frequently with our stakeholders; setting
out information that is clear and understandable, and
being open to scrutiny and oversight”.
Failure will also damage the GEPF’s credibility in a
key principle of its mission statement. This is to “invest
responsibly by engaging with organisations in which
we invest to encourage good governance”. Having
taken the most high-profile stance on engagement
with investee companies, and voting for all to see
at their shareholder meetings on its assessments of
their good governance, its secretive handling of the
Oliphant matter is not an example to be emulated.
Time and again, since the disciplinary process
began in late-2013, the GEPF was requested for
relevant information. Each time it was refused on
grounds that “at this stage...(your request) relates

either directly or indirectly to the disciplinary process
currently underway (and) the GEPF would not want to
prejudice any parties to that process”.
It was a strange response. Oliphant was on record
as having said that he had no objection. He actually
wanted documents released so that he could publicly
defend his reputation, besmirched by the mere facts
of his suspension and its announcement. Thus it
isn’t clear which party’s interests would have been
prejudiced by disclosure. A trial in open court would

There should be nothing
secret about the record. Had
he wanted, Oliphant could
have progressed the internal
process to a trial before the
Labour Court. All would then
have been revealed and openly
adjudicated.
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have allowed a public defence.
e that as it may, once the disciplinary process was
concluded, requests for the same information
were repeated with other requests added (see e-mail
below). Despite several reminders over many weeks
– to the GEPF’s legal & compliance manager with
copies to the fund’s chairperson and acting principal
executive officer, as well as its external PR – the
requests met with no response.
So much for transparency as a pillar of good
governance. Let the GEPF and its asset manager, the
Public Investment Corporation, continue to demand it
of others.
There should be nothing secret about the record.
Had he wanted, Oliphant could have progressed the
internal process to a trial before the Labour Court.
All would then have been revealed and openly
adjudicated.
From the perspective of public interest, bearing
in mind the power and position of the GEPF in the
retirement-fund industry, it’s a pity that he elected not
to progress it. From his personal perspective, having
regard to the weariness and costs that the protracted
internal process entailed, it’s understandable that he’s
preferred to move on and join a company that actually
wants him.
But that cannot be the end of the story. There are

B
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bigger issues than whether a single employer treated
an individual employee fairly or otherwise. The GEPF,
by far SA’s largest pension fund, must be held to the
highest standards of accountability.
It is a founding signatory to the UN-backed
Principles for Responsible Investment. Under
the direction of Oliphant, it was instrumental in
formulating the Code for Responsible Investing in SA
(CRISA) that’s now widely adopted through the local
retirement-fund industry. The codes are all about the
promotion of good governance.
More than this, the accolades that Oliphant has
received locally and internationally have positively
impacted on the GEPF’s global stature. The danger
is that, without Oliphant at its helm and without
the retirement-fund industry knowing why he was
kicked from it, perceptions of the GEPF can go into
reverse.

S

ubsequent to his dismissal, two other senior
executives have resigned. They are Hemel
Naran (the fund’s head of investments and actuarial
services, the position held by Oliphant prior to his
promotion) and Adrian Bertrand (manager for
environmental, social and governance research,
who’ll be returning to the UN PRI as head of its
Africa, Networks and Global Outreach division). It
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leaves a thin team in the small GEPF investments
office to continue the work that Oliphant had
started.
The GEPF will be hard-pressed to regain its
reputation; less so for Oliphant, because there’s no
shortage of prominent people who’ve expressed the
hope that his services won’t be lost to the retirementfund industry. They needn’t be lost; for example, on
the Batseta and CRISA committees.
From the general to the particular, there remains
a sour aftertaste that the scales were weighted against
Oliphant:
u The GEPF decided to institute quasi-judicial
disciplinary proceedings, replete with batteries of

lawyers, behind closed doors. These proceedings
were an alternative to mediation or arbitration had
the GEPF been more inclined to reach an amicable
settlement, either for Oliphant to have left or
enabled him to stay;
u In these disciplinary proceedings, chairpersons
of the hearing and appeal were appointed by the
employer. They might well have been thoroughly
competent and impartial, but it would have
given greater comfort if they were appointed by
agreement between the parties. This would have
happened with mediation or arbitration, which also
would have been much cheaper and quicker than
the year-long dispute;

THE FIRED PEO
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THE PRESENT CHAIR

u Costs incurred by the GEPF – inclusive
of the forensic report commissioned from
PricewaterhouseCoopers, chairpersons’ fees and
engagement of senior counsel to conduct the
prosecution – are borne by the fund and hence its
members. Oliphant’s cost obligations, being from
his own pocket, precluded engagement of counsel;
u From information to hand (see papers published
on the TT website), it can be argued that the
punishment of dismissal is disproportionate to
the nature of the “misconduct” i.e. financially
insignificant contraventions of supply-chain
management policy, in any event open to different
interpretations and applied at different levels of
delegated authority;
u Operationally, in any large corporation, a
board could take a view on the detail of what its

chief executive should have known and what he
was reasonably to have known e.g. that only a full
board’s retrospective interpretation of a policy is
correct and that lesser officials routinely tasked
with implementation had misapplied it. Although a
chief executive is ultimately responsible, the context
and circumstances can mitigate the difference from
a dismissal to a warning;
u Costs of the inquiry surely exceed, by far, the
miniscule amount of money in the
“misconduct”. There have been no allegations of
misappropriation, corruption or similar. No money
was lost, or could have been lost, to the GEPF.
Nobody was either enriched or prejudiced;
u Until his dismissal, Oliphant’s record at the
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GEPF was unblemished. In fact, he had contributed
significantly to the fund’s prestige. That much is
acknowledged by external awards he’s received for
service to both the GEPF and the retirement-fund
industry. Did his record count for nothing in the
determination of sentence?
It’s pointless to keep asking the GEPF. Proceedings
against Oliphant were initiated by the old board,
chaired by Arthur Moloto who was then an ANC
MP. His board is no longer in office to answer. The
present board, chaired by Renosi Mokate, cannot be
expected to explain why Moloto appears suddenly
to have disrupted the mutually-supportive working
relationship that previously had prevailed with
Oliphant.
But it can explain whether it had merely allowed
the Moloto-instigated process to run its course and
then to follow its finding, which amounts simply to a
recommendation. As the employer, a board is entitled
to take an independent view on the dismissal of a chief
executive.

F

or the public perception of Oliphant, against a
background of controversy over executive-level
upheavals in state-related entities from the Hawks to
the SA Revenue Service, dismissal is no disgrace. For
the GEPF, however, it’s a different matter.
Its reputation, particularly for adherence to its
own policy of transparency, is at stake. The policy
cannot be allowed to degenerate as window dressing,
but demonstrated as a commitment in practice; the
more so because of the GEPF’s self-proclaimed role
to monitor and pronounce upon the governance of
others.
As a defined-benefit fund for government
employees, it’s underwritten by taxpayers. Its
performance impacts on the extent and affordability of
annual benefits to its 1,5m members and pensioners.
A huge shareholder in major corporates and promoter
of infrastructural development, it’s in the forefront of
active ownership and socially-responsible investment.
Good governance of the GEPF is critical. Silence
does not serve its cause.
n
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PUBLIC INVESTMENT CORPORATION

A loud
silence
Pensioners’ money is at stake over the investment in INMSA.
High time that the PIC explained it.

T

he state-owned Public Investment
Corporation has more than R1,6 trillion in
assets under management. Roughly 90%
of these are assets managed for the Government
Employees Pension Fund.
Like its largest client, the PIC claims in its
mission statement to be a “beacon of good corporate
governance”. It too “values openness” and “encourages
the effective communication of relevant information”.
Also like the GEPF, these proclamations of noble
intent seem not to apply when push comes to shove
(see Cover Story).
Although it has a manual for compliance with
the Promotion of Access to Information Act, the PIC
simply fails to answer questions on one of its most
contentious investments. This is in Independent News
& Media SA (INMSA):
u In mid-2013 the PIC disclosed that it had bought
25% of the equity in INMSA for R500m. But is this
R500m the total extent of PIC/GEPF exposure? Are
there additionally, for example, sureties or loans
extended to Sekunjalo and/or other members of the
purchasing consortium?
u For what reasons does the PIC consider this to be a

prudential investment for a pension fund?
The first question merely invites a quantitative
response. The second question is qualitative, for the
response (were it forthcoming) would once and for
all either substantiate or repudiate the continued
inferences in the public domain of political influence
in PIC decision-making.
But that’s for others to speculate relative to the
central issue of prudential pension-fund investment,
raising as a corollary the PIC’s mandate from the
GEPF. This is because the investment, purely from the
perspective of benefit to fund members, is contentious.
The INMSA investment is into:
u An unlisted vehicle, thus constraining liquidity in
the shares and transparency over their
performance;
u A newspaper industry in decline.
The latter applies particularly to INMSA products (see
graphs). To be fair, the industry trend is widespread for
the point is underlined by circulations of other iconic
titles going the same way.
As examples, between 2002 and March 2013
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THE INDEPENDENT GROUP – DAILY NEWSPAPERS CIRCULATION TREND
Cape Argus
169 002

169 748

Cape Times
169 663

Daily News

169 745

167 172

DFA

Isolezwe
159 337

The Mercury

Pretoria News

The Star

151 401
139 883

94 920
74 390
61 979
53 725

74 601

74 470

50 406
39 955

53 832

40 093

8 951

53 710
50 724

40 160

28 503

40 075

28 492

9 243

2004

72 991

50 641

50 474

28 503

97 684

100 434

112 611

107 653

110 638

111 385
102 671

80 917

53 774

95 530

100 275

9 490

2005

2006

66 787

9 962

2007

44 849
38 750
34 203
24 994

40 285
35 785

37 053

9 624

51 810

46 280

47 039
26 403

93 885

59 745

48 788

27 599

108 357

25 394

9795

9 879

2008

2009

45 529
44 065
34 695

37 309
35 230

32 262
23 776
9 597

2010

34 015
31 811

30 910

29 701

19 633

17 741
9 453

9 566

2011

2012

32 312
26 656
28 440
28 216
15 871
9 345

2013

2014

THE INDEPENDENT GROUP – SATURDAY NEWSPAPERS CIRCULATION TREND
184 176
170 229
154 516
140 591

241 425

140 941

144 643
134 193
108 484

92 541

56 218

56 533

65 865

74 017

85 308
71 087

67 401

56 870

80 444

75 544

66 678
66 304

62 269
60 629

59 379
56 749

74 730
43 019
40 380

16 902
2004

17 451
2005

22 746

22 693

2006

2007

Independent on Sat

22 143
2008

Isolezwe ngoMgqibelo

21 269

20 569

2009

2010

Pretoria News Sat

19 860

15 519

2011

2012

Saturday Star

77 871
66 240
40 441
38 262
8 950

10 573
2013

2014

Weekend Argus-Saturday

THE INDEPENDENT GROUP – SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS CIRCULATION TREND
Isolezwe Ngesonto

Sunday Independent

Sunday Tribune

Weekend Argus-Sunday

146 799
137 354
126 774
111 676

111 962

117 667
109 200

111 200
101 893
89 948

43 117
41 330

43 636
39 568

58 314

55 982

49 098

50 206

48 302
49 951

51 948

71 817

52 275

86 640

66 647

47 652
40 363

35 818

34 665
27 850

18 104
16 641

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

(when the PIC was looking
to invest), average copy sales
of the Sunday Times had
dropped from 504 900 to
442 800 (now 385 100);
Business Day from 41 900 to
33 700 (now 30 900); Rapport
from 336 300 to 210 700 (now
156 400), and Beeld from 102
100 to 67 700 (now 52 300).
There are significant
differences from INMSA.
Times Media Group, which
owns the Sunday Times and
Business Day, has diversified
revenue streams. Were the
PIC to exit from its long-held
21,4% stake, on the possible
offer from Blackstar/Tiso to
buy out minorities, it could
receive almost R600m in cash.
Rapport and Beeld are
ultimately owned by Naspers.
So far as investors are
concerned, that’s enough said.
INMSA, by contrast, must
battle from the narrow base of
print. The blunt reality is that
newspapers have only two
revenue sources. They’re from
copy sales and advertising.
The more that copy sales fall,
the more that advertising
revenues reduce; the more
they reduce, the dimmer
the prospects for profits and
dividends.
So back it goes to the PIC
simply to answer the question
of why it invested. Actually,
it’s the question that’s simple.
For the PIC, the answer might
be less so.
n
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It’s all about energy!
Willem le Roux and Markus Rautenbach, of Simeka
Consultants & Actuaries, share their market insight.

IN

SA, two energy-related themes are playing out.
First, the positive: The oil price dropped from
above US$100 per barrel to below US$50 in a short time.
Several reasons are advanced, amongst them the largescale switch from oil to gas in Europe and North America;
the unlocking of new sources of oil and gas sources
around the world, and a fall in demand from China.
The lower oil price makes many new projects that are
being developed (e.g. Sasol’s US$7bn project in Louisiana,
USA) less profitable or even unprofitable. The effect could
be seen in the Sasol share price which until recently was
a favourite in many reputable investment managers’
portfolios.
The low oil price has a positive effect on the SA
economy. It cuts down on the monthly household fuel
bill. And, provided businesses pass on the effect of lower
fuel prices, this too will put more disposable cash into
consumers’ pockets.
Second, the negative: where Eskom finds it difficult
to provide SA with consistent and stable access to
electricity. In a worst-case scenario, without running the
diesel generators, demand for electricity may exceed
supply by as much as 17%.
Running the cash-guzzling diesel generators changes
the scenario slightly. But demand could still exceed
supply by 10%. Loadshedding, when implemented in phase
2 or 3, could shave a significant portion off SA’s 2.3% gdp
growth forecast for 2015.
The situation may last longer than we have been led
to believe. The worst part is that many industrial and
mining investment opportunities will likely not see the
light of day, having an effect over the longer term. Mining
projects typically require more than 10 years to make a
return. Without certainty on electricity supplies, it will
be more difficult for CEOs to invest capital.
Then there is developments in currency markets.
While the US$ remains strong, the euro continues to

weaken. The Swiss de-coupled their franc from the
euro and caused havoc in currency markets overnight.
This is related to the large scale of quantitative easing,
increases in money supply and the low-growth scenario in
Europe, lowering relative value against other currencies.
Europe is still an important trade partner for SA so
it makes our exports to Europe less competitive. But his
may support the SA bond and equity markets to some
extent.
The Russian rouble weakened by more than 80% in
2014. While this may not necessarily affect SA directly,
there is still the risk of contagion when investors wish to
withdraw from emerging markets as in 1998.
In 2014 the initial strong performance provided by
shares gave way to a more modest 10.9% increase for the
year by the FTSE/JSE All Share Index. The performance to
the second half of 2014 was -0.8%.
The more conservative FTSE/JSE Shareholder
Weighted Index (SWIX), which has a lower weighting to
resources companies, provided a return of 15.4% in 2014
(only 3.2% in the second half). Amongst the first-tier
sectors, Resources were down by -14.7% for the year
(-25.1% for H2 of 2014); Industrials were up by 7.0% and
Financials by 27.3%.

A

defensive approach to the domestic share market
would have worked best in these circumstances. Star
sectors during the year included Food Producers (+43.0%)
and Pharmaceuticals (+42.6%).
The domestic interest-bearing market provided a
comfortable 10.2% return in 2014. Despite the negative
return in December, bonds fared well as the likelihood of
lower inflation was discounted into bonds’ prices.
The rand closed 2014 at R11.45 to the US$, which
means that the rand depreciated by 10.6% during the
year. Barring unforeseen events, we expect relative
stability to prevail.
Investment returns achieved by asset managers are
presently more modest than in the past. This is mainly
the result of economic reality (slow growth) catching up
with overheated share prices.
The average investment return achieved by the
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risk-profile peer groups below shows that smoothed-bonus
guaranteed portfolios still achieved better investment
returns over the past year than risk-seeking portfolios,
largely as a result of the reserves of positive investment
returns built up over the past two years being released.
Average investment return of risk profile peer groups
to December 2014
3 months

1 year

3 years

5 years

Guaranteed

3.8%

18.9%

16.0%

12.2%

Conservative

1.4%

8.8%

12.8%

11.8%

Moderate

2.2%

9.3%

13.6%

12.3%

Aggressive

1.7%

10.3%

17.6%

15.3%

I

n the fourth quarter of 2014, risk assumed by
investment managers was not rewarded as moderate
portfolios (e.g. absolute return portfolios) achieved
better investment returns than aggressive balanced
portfolios.
Changes in the investment environment resulted in
significant shifts in the relative positioning of results
achieved by bellwether investment managers. The sudden
drop in the oil price affected the Sasol share price by
-30% in the fourth quarter of 2014 and by approximately
-45% from its top in June 2014 to its low in January 2015.
The results produced by investment managers with
large exposure to Sasol, a popular selection amongst
value investment managers, were generally weaker
than the results of investment managers with low or no
exposure to Sasol. Typically, the SWIX has 2.6% exposure
to Sasol while Allan Gray Equity’s exposure to Sasol was
10.3% in December 2014.
For this reason, Allan Gray Global Balanced Fund –
popular in a member-choice environment -- slipped down
the relative rankings in December 2014 with a return of
-0.85% for the quarter and 10.3% for the year. For the
same period, Coronation Managed Portfolio

achieved 2.5% over the quarter and 11.2% for the year.
Top and bottom quartiles of Global Balanced Funds
to Dec 2014

Top
quartile

3 months

1 year

Investec

Investec

OMIG
Macro
Solutions

Oasis

Foord
OMIG
		Macro
		Solutions

3 years

5 years

Coronation Coronation
Foord

Foord

Prudential

Prudential

I

n the peer group, Investec Balanced achieved the
best performance for both the quarter (4.2%) and the
year (13.3%). Foord Balanced achieved commendable
investment returns (3.2% for the quarter and 11.0% for
2014).
Investec

Investec

Coronation Coronation

Bottom Prudential Allan Gray Allan Gray
OMIG
quartile				 Macro
				Solutions
Allan Gray

Stanlib

ABSA

Momentum

Re CM

Re CM

Re CM

Re CM

F

oord and Coronation consistently appear in the top
quartile and Re CM and Allan Gray consistently appear
in the bottom quartile.
www.simekaconsult.co.za
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SAVINGS

Spoiled
for choice
It can be counter-productive, and often is.
The industry should not only issue exhortations but also look to itself.

I

t’s a no-brainer. Rather, it’s supposed to be a
no brainer: the sooner one begins to save, the
more and the longer one saves, the greater the
ultimate payouts. That so few South Africans
adhere to such demonstrable basics, and are prepared
with open eyes to risk painfully diminished lifestyles
as a consequence, surely doesn’t indicate that so many
lack brains.
The warnings are trotted out at a pace that’s fast
and furious, for example in the depressing results
of surveys annually produced by Old Mutual and
Sanlam. More brightly, the Association of Savings and
Investment SA (ASISA) has illustrated the flip side in
what happens as a consequence of regular saving (see
charts showing returns net of costs).
Why then the preference, reflected in the dismal
level of SA household savings, not to save? The reasons
hardly bear repetition: that savings are a grudge
purchase; that the state or one’s children will pick up
the tab; that short-term exigencies displace long-term
priorities, and so on.
Ho, hum. It’s better to satisfy consumer cravings
than accept, as it’s said, that those who choose not
to enjoy the rewards of compound interest (by
accumulation of savings) are doomed to suffer from it
(by accumulation of debts).

But perhaps there’s another reason for the
consumer behaviour that defies common sense. It
relates to the savings industry itself. The range of
products on offer, and their complexity in comparing
some with others, is intimidating. Rather than
respective individuals making decisions on what’s best
for them, they make no decisions at all.
Possibly too, there are elements of mistrust. Much
is heard about charges and fees, all of it negative. Much
is heard about various types of funds performing
better than others, all of it confusing. People naturally
want to go into the top performers, but rival marketing
claims can see targeted audiences at their wits’ end.
Making a real meal of it, continued hullabaloo about
risk and volatility frighten the innocent.
It’s all very well to recommend that potential
clients consult their financial advisors. The fly in the
ointment is the pressure on advisors themselves, to get
atop the array of choice and to offer “independent”
recommendations free from the interest conflicts that
so concern the regulators.
What’s left? Simply, a return to basics that the
ASISA charts illustrate. Frankly, it hardly matters
how one saves so long as it isn’t in cash (hammered
by inflation) and is diversified across asset classes
(to hedge one’s bets). Then it’s a matter of catch as
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It’s a no-brainer.
Rather, it’s
supposed to be
a no brainer:
the sooner one
begins to save,
the more and the
longer one saves,
the greater the
ultimate payouts.
catch can, for there’s no predictability in the future
performance of one peer group against another.
At present, and over time, the case to have a high
component of a portfolio in equities screams out.
The operative term is “over
time”. Having ridden through
the 2008-09 financial collapse,
share markets across the world
have continued consistently
upward in defiance of lacklustre
economies.
Thanks are due largely to the
“quantitative easing” by central
banks pumping out money,
leading to record-low interest
rates as a counter to fears of
deflation. It’s also led to recordhigh equity prices, and in turn
to fears of an assets bubble that
can prick when “quantitative
easing” eventually reverses into
tightened interest rates.
All the more reason not
to take guesses at timing the

market. Sit it out and be comforted by history. What
applies to individuals in their own right applies equally
to individuals in retirement funds. The fortunate
difference is that the latter have little choice.
n
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Income and age don’t affect
attitudes towards retirement-fund
risk, a new report finds.
While conventional wisdom suggests that there should
exist a significant variation amongst people of varying
ages and incomes when it comes to attitudes towards
risk of their retirement fund assets, a new study by Old
Mutual Corporate has found that there is in fact very little
difference in this regard across these demographics.

Graph 1 Attitude towards risk by age

The Old Mutual Smooth Bonus Customer Monitor, which
surveyed over a 1 000 South Africans older than 18 who
are currently contributing to a pension, provident or
preservation fund, was conducted to understand members’
risk attitudes and retirement-income return preferences, as
well as the underlying reasons for these preferences.
Old Mutual Corporate says that any bias that would be
expected towards risk aversity by age and income levels
does not seem to manifest in the group of fund members
surveyed. There was a similar level of concern amongst
members across all age groups and income levels about a
loss in asset values.

Graph 2: Attitude towards risk by income

The report reveals that most members are highly lossaverse. No fewer than 80% of respondents indicated that,
if they experienced even an ostensibly small loss of 5%
of their retirement savings in a single year, they would
become very concerned.
In terms of the attitude towards risk by age group, more than
80% of people in the age group 18-30 years and the age
group 31-40 years expressed a concern for a 5% loss, while
75% of the age group 41-59 years and 78% of the age
group 60+ expressed concern. The only drastic difference in
response was in the age group 60+ where nearly half (47%)
were very concerned about a 5% loss of asset values.
The attitude towards risk, by income groups, was also
surprisingly evenly split. 80% of respondents earning
less than R20 000 per month are either concerned or
very concerned about a 5% loss in asset value. 83% of
respondents earning between R20 000 and R40 000,
and 76% earning more than R40 000, express the same
sentiment.

However, despite the majority of members being very
risk-averse, the findings reveal that they are still attracted
to returns above the low-risk and safe option. There is a
significant overlap between downside aversity and a need
for growth exposure. 63% of respondents stated they
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Once again, a medium-risk/medium-return preference was
mirrored across all age and income groups.
Craig Aitchison, General Manager Corporate Customer
Solutions at Old Mutual Corporate, says that from a
retirement fund context, the preference of a medium risk
and return investment strategy displayed by respondents
matches the value proposition of a smoothed bonus fund,
or an absolute return portfolio:. “A smoothed bonus fund
seeks to provide access to growth asset classes, while
reducing investment return volatility. These products trim
the extremes from the peaks and troughs of the market,
and give the investor who is risk averse some level of
comfort in investing in assets that can give them higher real
returns in the long run.”

Aitchison . . . better understanding
wanted a medium level of investment risk and medium
investment return as their risk/return preference, and 17%
wanted a high-risk/high-return preference.
Graph: Risk return preferences

Respondents were asked about their attitudes towards
smoothed bonus., and 56% of members understood
the basic concept of smoothing of returns after being
presented with an example. If offered the opportunity to
invest in another retirement fund, 50% of members were
likely to invest in smoothed bonus. “The reasons attributed
to this decision were that the fund “seems to have high
growth potential” (27%), it is a “safe fund option” (20%),
and it “suits my needs and is a good product” (13%).
“While the members in the report have a strong stance on
the returns they seek and the risk they are prepared to take
to obtain this, the majority of members (80%) surveyed
acknowledged not being very knowledgeable about their
retirement fund savings. Their attitudes to smoothed bonus
therefore suggests that with some level
of financial education, members can have
a high level of appreciation of how these
funds works, and how they can impact their
retirement savings,” concludes Aitchison.

For more information about Old Mutual
Corporate, visit
www.oldmutual.co.za/corporate
Old Mutual is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.
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INVESTMENT CHARGES

Drive a hard
bargain
Competition on fees is hotting up,
if experience abroad is anything to go by.
Retirement funds can only benefit.

T

he debate over the relative costs and
advantages of active versus passive asset
management looks set to continue until hell
freezes over. So for a moment step aside from the
heat in SA to take a leaf from the UK discussion. It’s
provided in ongoing articles by FTfm, the weekly
Financial Times supplement on fund management.
Presented is the proposition that “smart beta”
– where funds attempt systemically to capture a
return better than an index at lower cost – is putting
downward pressure on the fees being charged by active
managers. So-called beta managers load up on small
companies, value stocks or low-volatility equities in the
belief that portfolios titled towards these risk factors
tend to outperform traditional market capitalisationweighted indices over time.
“The rapid spread of this concept is heaping
pressure on active fund managers, the vast majority of
whom fail to meet market-cap indices (after fees) over
meaningful periods of time,” says FTfm.
A counter-argument is that any outperformance
of smart-beta products is purely the result of taking
on more risk, making them less obviously an

improvement for risk-averse investors. Smart beta
– a low-cost rules-based investment that offers to
outperform at a price closer to that of index funds than
active funds – merely looks like passive management.
Towers Watson, the consultancy which claims to
have invented the phrase, has changed the definition:
“The traditional view of smart beta is that it improves
access to existing beta opportunities. For example, it
provides low-cost benchmarks that are not weighted
by market capitalisation.”
Now it adds: “Smart beta can also be used to
describe investment strategies that offer investors
exposure to different themes or risk factors, although
the implementation of these concepts is still
challenging.”
Research Affiliates, which manages $177bn
worldwide, has popularised non-market-cap weighted
indices. Its indices are weighted by such company
metrics as sales, cash flow and dividends. Equallyweighted indices are also popular, as are such other
varieties as low-volatility or low-correlation.
The fees of active managers aren’t immutable.
The more offerings and the greater the competition,
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the more they come down. Recent research by UK
consultancy bifinance has found that it pays to
negotiate:
u Fees diminish significantly as assets increase;
u Active managers showing a genuine capability to
outperform their benchmarks over time do not ask
for higher fees. In fact, their price positioning is
identical to that of managers less able to generate
the best performance over the long term;
u The level of management fees quoted in the first
stages of a tender procedure is not set in stone.
Rebates achieved through negotiation represent an
average 20% off the initially quoted price;
u Alternative methods of remuneration, based on
performance fees, are not only more frequent but
also better aligned with the interests of investors
than they used to be.

A
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nother challenge is thrown up by some large
investment houses starting to disclose their
funds’ “active share”. This is the degree to which a
portfolio differs from its underlying index. The move
is designed to differentiate genuinely active vehicles
from so-called “closet trackers”, funds that charge high
fees for active management but really differ little from
passive funds.
What of passive funds themselves? Vanguard,
the most prominent low-cost fund house and leader
in index tracking, has again smashed the record
for global asset gathering. Net inflows to the US
company’s funds last year surged by 61% to $243bn.
This must be music to the ears of SA’s National
Treasury, which inclines to passive options, for if and
when retirement-fund reform gets a renewed lease on
life.
n

There’s only one
Investment Solution
In an industry riddled with jargons and complexity, we offer our clients investments they can
count on, delivered with simplicity and transparency -- and we’ve been doing it for 18 years.
So, when you need an investment solution, cut to the chase
and go straight to www.investmentsolutions.co.za or call 011 505 6000.
Follow us on twitter @InvestmentSolZA.
Investment Solutions. 18 years. With confidence

Investment Solutions Limited is a licensed Financial Services Provider. FAIS licence number 711.
Registration number 1997/000595/06.
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Investors in active funds
score three own goals
Investors in active funds concede three own goals competing against a well-structured index fund:
1.
2.
3.

Earning lower returns before fees
Paying higher fees, to further reduce their return
Paying performance fees, despite underperforming

Scoring one own goal is disappointing, scoring three is devastating.
These are the six essential points from our comparison that every trustee should consider.

10X’s seven-year track record covers the pre- and
post-financial crises which is long enough to draw
meaningful conclusions from our Index Fund strategy
against active managers ie. this is not just a bull
market analysis.
2. Investor returns are boosted further by 10X’s
materially lower fees: Investor returns are always
reduced by total fees paid.

10X High Equity vs. Large Manager ave. (pre fees): Dec 2007 to Dec 2014
230

231
217

210

203

190
170
150
130
110

– 10X High Equity – Manager Ave. – Mngr ave. less 1% Fee

90
70

Dec-07
Feb-08
Apr-08
Jun-08
Aug-08
Oct-08
Dec-08
Feb-09
Apr-09
Jun-09
Aug-09
Oct-09
Dec-09
Feb-10
Apr-10
Jun-10
Aug-10
Oct-10
Dec-10
Feb-11
Apr-11
Jun-11
Aug-11
Oct-11
Dec-11
Feb-12
Apr-12
Jun-12
Aug-12
Oct-12
Dec-12
Feb-13
Apr-13
Jun-13
Aug-13
Oct-13
Dec-13
Feb-14
Apr-14
Jun-14
Aug-14
Oct-14
Dec-14

1. Superior returns before fees since inception seven
years ago in January 2008: 10X’s High Equity Fund
(investors with a time horizon of more than 5 years)
has consistently outperformed the large manager
average by 1% pa before fees over 1, 3, 5 and 7
years.

Source: 10X; Alexander Forbes Global Best Investment View, Large Manager Watch Survey, Dec 2007-Dec 2014

10X saves clients an estimated 1% in total fees for
administration, advice, investment management,
performance fees.
3. 1% extra equals 30% higher pension: 10X’s
value-add from lower fees and higher returns is
estimated at 2% pa, which translates to approximately 60%
more money at retirement.
4. Asymmetric payoff from active managers.
The winning fund margin is very small but the losing fund
margin is wide. One in eight (12%) funds outperformed
10X, with the top fund outperforming by just 0.4% pa
after fees. But, seven in eight (88%) funds underperformed
10X after fees, with the bottom performing fund
underperforming by 7.4% pa.
(5 years to Dec 2014 – see table). On average,
investors have lost 6.5% pa.

Asymmetric payoff from active managers.
High Equity Tracker vs Large Managers: 5 Years to December 2014. % pa
Return includes 10X’s
1% fee saving

Probability
win/lose
A

Relative return
if win/lose
B

Probability
weighted
return AxB

Beat 10X

12%

0.4%

0.1%

Lost to 10X

88%

-7.4%

-6.5%

Total

100%

Expected return			
Source: 10X Investments

-6.5%
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5. Why do SA investors continue to
play the losing investment game?
Low cost index investing has become
the mainstream investment choice
for most institutional and individual
investors in the US and other
developed markets.
Why does SA not follow suit?
Some possible reasons include:
l
Lack of knowledge and
understanding of the long-term
impact of losing 1% or 2% pa.
l
Apathy: “I will get round to it”, but
don’t.
l
Failure to admit we may be wrong
(confirmation bias).
l
Hope, blind faith or herd behaviour
(everyone’s doing it).
6. What should you do?
You must be informed to make the
best decisions for your retirement
fund. Perform a fee-and-return
benchmarking exercise to measure the
value added or destroyed by your fund.
Hopefully your fund has added value
and you can sleep well at night.
However, if your service providers
have destroyed value then you should
investigate why. Your retirement should
not be at risk due to high fees and poor
performance.

We manage several billion rand in
private and corporate retirement
investment funds. Our clients include
Virgin Active, EOH, Deutsche Bank
and Macquarie Bank.

Individual manager performance: One year to Dec 2014, returns before fees % pa.
10X High Equity + 1% fee advantage
Momentum MoM Enhancer Factor 7
PSG Balanced Fund
Investec Asset Management
10X High Equity
Oasis
OMIGSA MacroSolutions (Profile Balanced)
Coronation
Prudential Global Balanced
Absa Asset Management Global Balanced
Investment Solutions (Performer)
Symmetry Managed
MEDIAN
SIM Global Unique
Nedgroup Investments XS Diversified Fund of Funds
Foord Asset Management
Prescient Global Balanced
Momentum AM Global Balanced Fund
Allan Gray
Investment Solutions (Spectrum)
Stanlib AM
Gadiz Global Balanced
Momentum Balanced
RE: CM -2.37%
-4.00%
-2.00%

14.08%
13.55%
13.33%
13.26%
12.95%
12.91%
12.15%
12.14%
12.09%
11.67%
11.57%
11.50%
11.37%
11.35%
11.32%
11.29%
11.00%
10.89%
10.52%
10.29%
10.27%
9.69%

3.17%

0.60%

-15.4%

1.11%
0.00%

2.00%

4.00%

6.00%

8.00%

10.00%

12.00%

14.00% 16.00%

Individual manager performance: 3 years to Dec 2014, returns before fees % pa.
Coronation
Momentum MoM Enhancer Factor 7
10X High Equity + 1% fee advantage
Foord Asset Management
Symmetry Managed
Prudential Global Balanced
10X High Equity
Investment Solutions (Performer)
Investec Asset Management
Oasis
Stanlib AM
Investment Solutions (Spectrum)
MEDIAN
SIM Global Unique
OMIGSA MacroSolutions
OMIGSA MacroSolutions (Profile...
Momentum AM Global Balanced Fund
Allan Gray
Absa Asset Mangement Global Balanced
Cadiz Global Balanced
Momentum Balanced
Prescient Global Balanced
RE: CM
0.00%

20.70%
20.61%
20.43%
20.01%
19.79%
19.59%
19.24%
19.12%
19.12%
19.08%
18.68%
17.71%
17.67%
17.63%
17.61%
17.58%
17.03%
16.67%
16.05%

2.00%

4.00%

6.00%

8.76%
8.00%

1.46%

-10.48%

14.01%
12.58%
12.13%
10.00%

12.00%

14.00%

16.00%

18.00%

20.00%

Individual manager performance: Five year to Dec 2014, returns before fees % pa.
Foordt Asset Management
Coronation
10X High Equity + 1% fee advantage
Momentum MoM Enhanced Factor 7
Prudential Global Balanced
Stanlib AM
Investment Solutions (Performer)
10X High Equity
Investec Asset Management
Oasis
MEDIAN
Investment Solutions (Spectrum)
SIM Global Unique
Allan Gray
OMIGSA MacroSolutions
OMIGSA MacroSolutions (Profile...
Momentum AM Global Balanced Fund
Cadiz Global Balanced
Momentum Balanced
RE: CM
0.00%

17.67%
17.52%
17.39%
17.26%
16.66%
16.62%
16.51%
16.23%
15.80%
15.46%
15.27%
15.27%
15.11%
14.84%
14.81%
14.79%
13.85%

1.44%

-6.39%

12.38%
11.39%
2.00%

4.00%

For more information on how 10X Investments can make the most of your employees’
retirement plans, please call 0861 109 109, email info@10X.co.za,
or visit our website at www.10X.co.za.
10X Investments is a licensed Financial Services Provider #28250 and
S13B Pension Fund Administrator #24/444.

6.00%

8.00%

9.84%
10.00%

12.00% 14.00%

16.00%

18.00%

20.00%
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RETAIL DISTRIBUTION REVIEW 1

Hot on the trail
Can a client claim back fees for advice he hasn’t received?
SA proposal seems at odds with recent UK ruling.

O

rdinary Joe calls his Trusted Advisor. “Please
buy me an investment product,” says OJ. “I
want it to run until my 60th birthday, when I
intend to retire, and I want to pay R3 000 per month.”
“Good thinking,” says TA, who prides himself on his
independence. He selects a product from an institutional
offering and sends relevant forms along to the client.
OJ dutifully completes them, signs the debit-order
instruction and the transaction is effected.
No special advice was needed. OJ is nevertheless content
that TA will receive a commission (usually by the product
provider but indirectly by deductions from the client’s
account) and is happier still to see that the commission
entitles him to ongoing financial-planning advice.
Nothing extraordinary so far. But a few years on,
when OJ turns 60 and wants to cash in, he checks his
benefit statement and wonders why he hasn’t heard from
TA since the policy kicked off. He feels distinctly upset
that he’s been paying for a service that, quite simply,
he hasn’t received. Unfortunately, there’s nothing too
extraordinary about this either.
Now along comes the draft Retail Distribution Review,
compiled by the Financial Services Board for public
comment (TT Dec ’14-Feb ’15). To prevent interest
conflicts, it proposes to ban the payment of commission
to intermediaries by suppliers of investment products.
This, says the draft, will be replaced by an advice fee that
must be explicitly agreed upfront with the client.
It bristles with other worthwhile objectives. An
important one is to ensure that “ongoing fees and/or
commissions may only be paid if ongoing advice and
services are indeed rendered”.

OJ likes this. He thinks it means he can claim back
the ongoing fees for which he’s received neither advice
nor service. He should think again. Tucked much
deeper into this technical 97-page tome is a rider: “The
payment of ‘trail’ commission . . . on pre-RDR assets
can continue. However, any new advice on a pre-RDR
product will have to be paid for by means of an advice
fee paid for by the client.”
Too bad for OJ, it would seem. Because he has a
“legacy product”, entered prior to RDR enactment, the
commissions fall outside the scope of the RDR. They’re
thus untouchable, presumably. Yet hang on a moment, for
the RDR proposal had been completed before its drafters
could have become aware of a ruling by the UK Financial
Ombudsman Service against banking giant HSBC.
The ruling, published by FOS a fortnight before
the draft RDR was distributed in SA, deserves to be
considered for the possible impact on legacy products.
Some in the UK investment industry have suggested
that the HSBC case could have wider ramifications for
advisers earning historic trail commissions (see box)
from lapsed clients. Others contend that it is limited
because it relates to specific clauses in the contract,
between the client and the bank, rather than trail
commissions more generally.
In essence, FOS ruled that HSBC must return trail
commissions it took from the retiree after it had failed
to give him ongoing pension advice. This contravened
the contractual commitment for the bank to provide
ongoing advice. The bank was ordered to repay the 0,5%
trail commission it took over three years to 2009, plus an
additional £350 for “stress and inconvenience”.
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In August 2006 the client had transferred his existing
funds to HSBC so that he could start taking “unsecured
drawdown”, using the maximum tax-free cash initially
as income between 2006 and 2008, leaving his residual
pension pot invested. The bank had sent documentation to
the client, making it clear that ongoing advice would need
to be undertaken, but the client’s attempts to contact the
bank – to review his income requirements – had failed.
In 2009 he complained to FOS. It noted internal
memos showing that HSBC had withdrawn from
offering advice on drawdown, yet had continued to take
the 0,5% trail commission.
Now back to SA. There’s still time for the RDR
drafters to take a good look at the FOS decision and
consider whether their stance on whether legacy
products be so broadly excluded from recourse. The
question is whether clients, who’ve directly or indirectly
been paying trail commissions for services not received,
will be allowed a basis to claim them back.
It’s unlikely that clients, intermediaries and product
providers will unanimously agree on the answer.
n

Don’t let the costs of investing cost your
clients their retirement
Ask us about our low cost ETF retirement annuity
70 Funds
10 Product Providers
1 Investment Platform

Keep it simple
Call us 0861 432 383
www.itransact.co.za
Itransact is an authorised Financial Services Provider

At PSG Asset Management we understand the true meaning of risk for people
saving for their retirement. Every aspect of our investment process involves
minimising the possibility of losing money. That is our number one focus when
managing your retirement fund. Should the markets ever turn scary, your money
will be safe with us. This is why, when it comes to pensions, we’ve been shown
over time to be leaders in giving great returns at lower risk. So you can rest
assured that, with us, your hard-earned monies are being managed by people
who understand how risk can affect you. For more information on how PSG Asset
Management helps trustees to manage pension funds, please speak to your
consultant, call 0800 600 168, email info@psgam.co.za or visit psgam.co.za

Collective investment schemes in securities (CIS) are generally medium- to long-term investments. The value of participatory interests (units) may go down as well as up and past performance
is not a guide to future performance. CIS are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and scrip lending. A fund of funds is a portfolio that invests in portfolios of collective
investment schemes, which levy their own charges, which could result in a higher fee structure for these portfolios. A feeder fund is a portfolio that, apart from assets in liquid form, consists
solely of participatory interests in a single portfolio of a collective investment scheme. Fluctuations or movements in the exchange rates may cause the value of underlying international
investments to go up or down. A schedule of fees and charges and maximum commissions is available on request from PSG Collective Investments Limited. Commission and incentives may
be paid and if so, are included in the overall costs. Forward pricing is used. The portfolios may be capped at any time in order for them to be managed in accordance with their mandate.
Different classes of participatory interest can apply to these portfolios and are subject to different fees and charges. PSG Collective Investments Limited is a member of the Association for
Savings and Investment South Africa (ASISA) through its holdings company PSG Konsult Limited. PSG Asset Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider. FSP 29524

Nick & Barry {00086}

WE PUT RISK FIRST,
SO THAT YOUR
RETURNS DON’T
COME LAST.
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RETAIL DISTRIBUTION REVIEW 2

Employee benefits for
the employer
Where one party gets advice and another pays for it,
there’s a poser for retirement funds.

B

y definition, the RDR deals with financial
advice in the retail market. But this is not
always entirely so. The proposals can impact on
retirement funds too.
Take the common situation where advice is
provided to an employer on employee benefits. Are
the advice fees to be paid by the employer directly or
the employee indirectly, and to whom is the advisor
responsible for ongoing service inclusive of fees?
Can the advisor be an agent for both employer and
employee, especially given the RDR’s pains to avoid
interest conflicts?
Employee benefits are often found in employment
contracts. They may include:
u Membership of an occupational retirement fund,
either a standalone fund of a single sponsoring
employer or an umbrella fund of many unrelated
employers;
u Group life cover offered on an ‘unapproved’ basis
i.e. where a group life policy is issued by the insurer
to the employer. On the death of an employee
before retirement, the insurer will pay an amount
to the employer. It will then use this amount to
meet its liability to pay the benefit promised in
terms of its contract with the employee;
u Group life cover offered on an ‘approved’ basis

u

u
u
u

i.e. by the occupational retirement fund to which
the employees belong under their conditions of
employment. If the fund’s liability for the payment
of a benefit on the death of an employee member is
underwritten by an insurer, the policy will be in the
name of the fund;
Group short-term disability cover. As retirement
funds cannot now (for tax reasons) offer shortterm disability cover, this is usually provided on an
‘unapproved’ basis i.e. in terms of a policy issued
by an insurer to the employer, the insurer will
pay the employer a monthly amount for a limited
period for passing on this amount to the disabled
employee;
Group permanent disability cover provided on an
‘unapproved’ or ‘approved’ basis;
Group funeral-benefit cover;
Membership of a medical scheme. The scheme
might be either a ‘restricted membership scheme’ as
defined in the Medical Schemes Act (in which case
membership of the scheme is limited to employees
and retirees of specific employers), or an ‘open’
medical scheme (in which case membership of the
fund is not so limited and the employer will not
have any liability to the scheme itself for payment
of premiums/contributions/membership fees. The
employer’s liability will be to its employees, but the
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employer will facilitate payment of membership
fees to the medical scheme through its payroll.)

T

he advice given to an employer in relation to
the occupational retirement fund, to which its
employees must belong in terms of their employment
contracts, could include advice on investment
portfolios. These would be portfolios to which the
employees may be entitled, in terms of the fund’s
rules, to instruct the fund to invest the balance of the
contribution(s) paid to the fund each month for their
benefit.
This would be after deduction from those
contributions the amounts required to provide for
such costs as premiums to the fund’s insurers, the
fund’s administration costs, and certain commissions.
Advice on these employee benefits is usually
provided to employers without regard to the specific
circumstances of individual employees.
However, the cost of this advice is often borne by
the employees themselves. It happens by the deduction
of commissions payable to the advisors from the
premiums payable (whether by the employer or the
occupational retirement fund) to insurers, contributions
payable to retirement funds, medical schemes
and funeral schemes by the employers and/or the
employees, particularly if the employees are employed
on a total cost-to-company or total-package basis.

I

f they are, then the employer – to whom the
advice on the choice of insurance product to
manage its liabilities for ‘unapproved’ risk benefits
(such as group life, group short-term and/or group
permanent disability cover and funeral cover) – may
not be particularly concerned about the cost of the
cover. This cost will be borne by its employees by
adjustments to their take-home pay.
The problem posed by the provision of cover
to the employer at cost to its employees may be
aggravated by arrangements where the occupational
retirement funds – to which the employees belong –
act as “conduits” for the transmission of premiums to
underwriters of both the employer’s (unapproved) risk
benefits and/or the retirement fund’s (approved) risk
benefits.

For example, there’s a contract between an
employer and its employee which provides that
the employer will contribute to the occupational
retirement fund at an annual rate of 10% of the
employee’s pensionable remuneration and the
employee will contribute to it at a rate of 7,5% of that
remuneration. Then the fund– by agreement with
the employer, and without the employee necessarily
knowing – may make certain deductions from the
employer’s contribution to the fund.
These would be the costs of premiums payable by:
u The occupational retirement fund to the
underwriter of its (approved) risk-benefit liability
for employees who are members of the fund, and
u The employer to the underwriter of its
(unapproved) risk-benefit liability for the same
employees.
As is often the case, the underwriter is the same
for both sets of cover and quoted on the provision of
both. Here the cost of the employer’s premiums will
serve to reduce the amount otherwise allocated by
the occupational retirement fund to the provision of
retirement benefits for the employees, even if they are
not employed on a ‘total cost of employment’ basis.
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By arrangement with the insurer, the occupational
retirement fund may deduct from the premiums the
commissions payable to the employer’s advisor and
pay them to the advisor.
The advisor may also be rewarded for investments
made by the occupational retirement fund in
specific investment portfolios on the instruction of
an employee member of the fund, whether or not
the investment was made on the advice given by the
advisor to specific employees. That reward may be
payable by:
u The provider of the platform, if the fund’s
investments are made in portfolios constructed
and managed on a multi-manager basis or simply
listed on a platform accessible to the occupational
retirement fund, or

u The advisor may be rewarded by an open medical
scheme, or its administrator or a related party, for
advising an employer to require its employees to
belong to the medical scheme as a condition of
their employment.
This latter reward may take the form of a
commission deducted from the contributions paid
by the employees each month to the medical scheme,
even if they were not themselves advised by the
advisor.
Likewise, the advisor may be rewarded by the
provider of funeral-benefit cover for placing the
employer’s funeral-benefit business with it. In either
case, if the employees of the employer are remunerated
on a ‘total cost of employment’ basis, these employees
will bear the cost of the advisor’s reward.
n
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RETAIL DISTRIBUTION REVIEW 3

Set to shake
Pensions industry will also rattle, but how will it roll?
Rowan Burger* makes pertinent predictions.

N

ational Treasury’s documents looking
to discuss improvements to the pensions
industry highlight the need to better align the
incentive structures of advisors to their clients. The
Retail Distribution Review (RDR) looks to address
many of the perceived ills.
Despite being focused on the individual investment
and insurance markets, RDR will significantly change
the institutional pensions industry. It will be asking
more of pension-fund trustees in considering a
broader fiduciary duty to funds’ members.
RDR looks to move the individual investment and risk
market away from the existing commission-based system
to one focused on charges, aligned to activity, that must be
disclosed and agreed to by clients. This effort to level the
playing field between all players should make the high net
worth individual market hotly contested.
At the same time the middle income market will
be dominated by those advisors best able to quickly
assimilate financial solutions for clients and fulfil their
needs at low cost. There is recognition that advice on
the new proposed charging basis may be prohibitive
in the lower- income market and therefore a different
remuneration model may be appropriate.
The consequence of this legislation in the UK led to
nearly a halving of advisors and the subsequent exit of a
number of large providers who’d adopted a compliance
approach rather than looking to align their business
practices to the principles set out in the legislation. Should
SA follow a similar path, it seems many pension-fund
members will become reliant on their trustees because
advisors may not adequately service this market.

The Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) framework,
set out by the Financial Services Board, goes further.
It seeks to ensure that conduct standards of advisors
and product providers are appropriate, extending these
requirements to trustees.
Both the TCF and RDR reforms look to make advisors
and product providers to funds responsible for member
outcomes, effectively looking through the pension-fund
wrapper. This will create an interesting dynamic until
legislation is suitably aligned to ensure that trustees deliver
their intended outcomes and allow product providers
wanting more information to better tailor solutions for a
heterogeneous group of fund members.

T

he vacuum of advice should be filled by employers
and trustees considering a broad range of
financial solutions to this soon-to-be-underserviced
middle market. They have both the buying power
and knowledge to ensure that appropriate and costeffective solutions are available.
Another consequence of RDR is the categorisation of
advice. There are many convoluted business arrangements,
support and ownership structures in our industry that
will make qualifying as an independent advisor nearly
impossible to achieve this standard and still in reality have
the resources to provide adequate advice.
Many trustees will now have a better understanding
of advisors’ business models and therefore be in a
better position to assess the appropriateness of the
guidance given.
n
*Burger is an executive in the ‘large corporate segment’
at Momentum. He writes in his personal capacity.
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LETTERS
Service to participating employers

I

refer to your cover story on umbrella fund
management committees, known as mancos, for
participating employers (TT Dec ’14-Feb ’15) and
would like to engage in this debate from a different
perspective.
Most participating employers in umbrella funds
are small and medium-sized enterprises (SMMEs).
The current points of contact by umbrella funds with
participating employers is either via their human
resources or payroll offices. SMMEs do not have
mancos for the reasons outlined in your article.
Unfortunately, in my experience, larger employers also
do not have mancos for various reasons.
The industry needs to look at the servicing models
currently in place for participating employers. At
present there are two models:
u The administrator of the umbrella fund provides
a service directly to employers. This is normally
governed by a service level agreement. It is
normally only applicable to larger employers due
to economies of scale. The fee for this service
is usually included in the administration fee
unless specifically negotiated separately with the
employer. The service level agreement would
determine the level of service provided within the
fee. This will vary from service provider to service
provider;
u The administrator or fund delegates the frontoffice services to an intermediary/broker who earns
commission from the administrator for providing
these services. Normally the commission and
administration fee, added together, would not be

different from the admin fee mentioned in the first
model.
I would suggest that any considered legislation
must factor in the size of the employer. Possibly,
legislation should only apply in broader terms to larger
employers who have the resources for a manco. The
focus of any legislation, I believe, needs to be focused
on the expected service deliverables to an employer
and the fund members. This will allow employers to
decide whether a manco is required.
If legislation or guidelines are put in place, it will
ensure that intermediaries deliver a value service for
their commissions. It will also provide uniformity of
services for employers. Smaller employers generate less
commission. That the level of service delivered needs
to be clear could be a debate on its own.
Unfortunately with umbrella funds, everyone can
abdicate from responsibility to educate the members.
The question is who pays the costs? Some funds/
brokers do provide some member-level education but
it is not uniform and could be commission-driven.
This area needs further clarification urgently. FAIS
does not impede the education of members so long as
the education is not product-specific.
The whole manco issue needs to be thought
through carefully in terms of what needs to be
achieved. Particularly requiring clarification are the
needs and deliverables to the employer and member,
and the role of service providers in delivering value for
money.
– Ian Haigh CFP,
independent trustee to an umbrella fund (via email).
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Minute this

H

aving spent many years on the boards
of various retirement funds, I have long
had a concern about the quality of some
board minutes. Minutes are too often viewed as a
necessary and mundane evil. Little attention is paid
to timeliness, accuracy and clarity, not to mention
reasonable grammar and punctuation.
A boring subject it be, but all trustee board
members and principal officers – who share the
responsibility to ensure good-quality minutes for all
meetings – need to appreciate that poorly constructed
minutes can come back to bite them. Inadequate
minutes can end up being costly in time and resources.
u The minutes of a fund’s board are as important as
the minutes of a JSE-listed company. They should be
treated with the same degree of care and attention.
They are a written record of the deliberations of
the board at formal meetings, and may be the only
record once current trustees have moved on. In any
case, memory is notoriously unreliable;
u The minutes should not be viewed as a bureaucratic
liability that need to be cobbled together merely
for purposes of compliance. They are, inter alia, an
important governance tool for ensuring that issues
get followed up and don’t get overlooked;
u The minutes of formal trustee meetings, special
trustee meetings and sub-committee meetings are
significant legal documents and can be referred to
in complaints to the Pension Funds Adjudicator,
the Registrar of Pension Funds, an arbitrator and
normal litigation in the courts;
u It is therefore essential that minutes are written
with a real understanding of the strategic and
technical issues being discussed, the decisions/
conclusions made and the reasons they are made.
If unsure how to record an item, the minute-taker
should clarify this in the meeting itself. It can take
longer to correct a poor set of minutes than to
write from scratch;

u While minutes do not need to be extremely
detailed, discursive or verbatim, they do have to be
accurate and complete in reflecting the discussions
and conclusions (what was discussed, what was
decided and why). Simple language and short
sentences are recommended;
u Because of their legal nature, minutes must be
unambiguous. They should contain appropriate
grammar and good spelling;
u The minutes should also state who is responsible for
taking a particular action, what action and by when;
u As far as possible, for purposes of cross-reference
the minutes should follow the agenda points and
numbering. The agenda acts as a template for the
minutes;
u Due to the chairperson’s particular governance role,
there is merit in the chair playing a leading role in the
minute process both inside and outside the meetings;
u Ideally, draft minutes should be sent to the
chairperson within two working days of the
meeting for initial comment/correction. They
should then be distributed within five working
days of the meeting (while the meeting is still
fresh in the minds of participants) for any further
comment, and returned to the drafter within
another five working days. The final minutes will
be ratified at the next trustees’ meeting;
u Similar points apply to the writing and appropriate
wording of board resolutions. They need to be
complete, accurate and explain the reasons why
the resolution was passed. If a resolution is passed
by round robin (rules permitting), this should be
in the wording of the resolution to be ratified and
recorded at the next board meeting.
I would welcome other views on this subject.

n

– Roy Zazeraj,
independent trustee (via e-mail).

TRACING BACKLOG?
TEBA is well positioned to assist
funds and trustees with their
beneficiary tracing and document
collation needs, leveraging:
Contact details
Boyboy Modise
Telephone: +27 (11) 353 6059
Email: boyboy.modise@teba.co.za

www.teba.co.za

• 600+ skilled employees who reside within and speak the languages of the
communities they serve
• A footprint of over 100 offices
• Dedicated software for authentication of identities through a direct link with
Department of Home Affairs as well as an in-house biometric system
• A wide range of service offerings including desktop, physical and section
37C investigations
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GRAVY
M

ineral Resources Minister
Ngoako Ramatlhodi
has announced that
government will get tough on
mining companies that don’t meet
targets for 26% black ownership.
Bully for him.
What it means, amongst other
things, is yet another tranche of
wealth transfer to the relatively few
black people who’re selected from
the many who’re already invested via
their retirement funds. Once again,
the latter stand to suffer from black
economic disempowerment.
Unless, that is, the trade unions
catch a wake-up. Their members,
and many more black people
besides, are extensively invested
in the mining houses. But so long
as BEE schemes ignore ownership
by pension funds, it’s the members
of these funds who pay on each
occasion that their shareholdings
are diluted.
Since the gods of BEE rarely ask
for consent to fleece the funds, and
from specifically black members
unaware of the dispossession, it’s
high time that their representatives
– trustees and asset managers –
speak out.

uuuuu
low-water point in financial
journalism was reached by
Business Report last November:
Reported was an interview with
Steinhoff chief executive Markus

A

reports to the FSB (on various
curatorships).
For insiders who might like to
oblige with a bit of whistle blowing,
on these matters or any others,
our contact details are upfront and
confidentiality of sources is assured.
If the ‘Zuma spy tapes’ saga has
shown anything, it’s that even the
most secretive information needn’t
necessarily remain under wraps
forever.
uuuuu
up, shareholder activism is a
good thing. But it has limits.
A case in point is the SABC.
Sole shareholder is government.
Communications Minister Faith
Muthambi, the Department of
Jooste. He explained that, by listing Communications explains, is
in Frankfurt, Steinhoff shares would responsible “to ensure effective
have a strong weighting on the
and efficient function of the board
DAX.
and ultimately the corporation
Just as well that Jooste had
as a whole in her capacity as the
elected to list on the German
executive authority”.
market rather than the French
Does this extend to responsibility
where Steinhoff would have been in for day-to-day operations? To the
the Paris CAC.
minister, perhaps it does. To those
who know a little more about
uuuuu
shareholder activism, it certainly
s indicated by certain articles doesn’t.
in this and recent TT editions,
there are certain documents on
uuuuu
doctor asked a patient whether
which we’d love to lay our hands
any members of his family
e.g. minutes of a GEPF meeting (on
the dismissal of its chief executive), suffered from insanity. “No,” replied
the patient. “We all seem to enjoy
records of a PIC discussion (on
it.”		
n
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Liberty Scoops
Top Brand
Award.
Because when people ask us the way to financial
freedom, we answer by rolling up our sleeves and
putting our knowledge to work, every day.
No 1. Top Brand B2B Long-term insurance category –
Sunday Times Top Brands Survey 2014

To get the Liberty advantage, contact our call centre on 0860 222 322 or visit
www.libertycorporate.co.za or speak to your financial adviser or broker

The Advantage of Knowing

Liberty Group Ltd – an Authorised Financial Services Provider in terms of the FAIS Act (Licence No. 2409). T’s and C’s apply.

WOULD YOU
PUT YOUR LIFE
IN HIS FURRY
PAWS?
Day after day, you witness their tail-wagging devotion.
They lend their big, brown eyes to safely show their
owners the world. Once again proving that the things
you trust most never stop working to earn it.

NET#WORK BBDO 8017054/E/DG

To find out how Coronation can earn your trust, speak to
your financial advisor or visit www.coronation.com

Coronation Asset Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider. Trust is Earned TM.

